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Abstract - Large pedestrian dynamics scenarios are difficult to simulate by models with high spatial reso-
lution in reasonable time, due to high computational costs. Possible solutions are hybrid approaches, which
combine models of different spatial scales. On the macroscopic scale, network flow models are used to model
pedestrian dynamics. These models reduce the scenario to a simple network of nodes and edges. They simulate
quite quickly, but suffer from low spatial resolution. Mesoscopic and microscopic models simulate pedestrians
as discrete and singular individuals. On the mesoscopic scale, the movement space of pedestrians is reduced
to a cellular grid, while pedestrians on the microscopic scale move on a continuous space. These models
have higher spatial resolution for the cost of more computational time. By the use of hybrid approaches,
potentially dangerous regions (e.g. bottlenecks) of the scenario can be calculated by models with a higher
resolution, while the remaining parts are simulated by less computationally heavy models. This significantly
reduces the overall computational effort. We propose a generic approach for pedestrian dynamics that is capa-
ble of coupling almost any network flow model with almost any cellular automaton. We use a transition-zone
based approach, which is able to transform pedestrians from one model to the other and vice versa without
further knowledge about the coupled models. The coupled models simulate separated regions of the scenario
and are only connected by shared transition zones. To execute valid transformation, the transition system
only needs information about the scenario geometry, the velocity, cell positions on the mesoscopic scale and,
from the macroscopic scale, information about the amount of pedestrians on the edges.
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1. Introduction

Pedestrian dynamics simulations are an important tool to support efficient crowd control. Many
different simulation models exist in this research field. These models can be distinguished into three
different types according to their spatial resolution. These three types are models from the macroscopic,
mesoscopic and microscopic scale (see Figure 1).

Macroscopic models simplify the simulation scenario to a one-dimensional network graph. Pedestrians
are not simulated individually, but as cumulated parameters (e.g. as pedestrian flows). Macroscopic
models simulate fast, but due to their one-dimensional structure, they are only suitable for network-
like scenarios (e.g. simulations on street networks) [1]. Many macroscopic models are based on the
LWR-model [2, 3] from traffic science.

Mesoscopic models or cellular automata simulate individual pedestrians on a cellular grid. Each cell
contains a maximum of one pedestrian. The movement of these pedestrians is restricted to cell-wise
movement. The underlying grid cells are normally shaped quadratic or hexagonal [4], but less common
cell geometries like triangular cells [5] exist. Cellular automata have a larger computational effort than
macroscopic models, but are suitable for more complex scenarios. Unfortunately, the spatial resolution
of mesoscopic models is limited by their cell size. Thus, cellular automata have difficulties to deal with
small scale geometries and large densities [1]. One well-known mesoscopic model is the cellular automaton
approach from Blue and Adler [6].
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Figure 1: From left to right: Simulation scenario on the macroscopic (network flow model), mesoscopic
(cellular automaton model) and microscopic scale (continuous model).

Microscopic models provide the highest spatial resolution for the cost of the highest computational
effort compared to simulation models from other spatial scales. These models simulate individual pedes-
trians on a continuous simulation scenario. This means that their spatial resolution is unrestricted. A
well-known example of microscopic models is the social force model developed by Helbing et al. [7].

A simulation of large scenarios with thousands of pedestrians is quite time-consuming for microscopic
and mesoscopic pedestrian dynamics models. This aspect gets even more important if we consider pedes-
trian dynamic simulators for crowd managers. These users need fast and accurate simulation results to
forecast critical situations on the fly. Unfortunately, a high spatial resolution is computationally costly
but necessary to obtain realistic simulation results. Hybrid modeling helps to overcome this issue. A
hybrid approach combines pedestrian dynamics models from different spatial scales. Different regions
of the simulation scenario are calculated by different pedestrian dynamics models. This reduces the
computational effort, since only regions of special interest are simulated in high spatial resolution. Less
interesting regions of the scenario are calculated by models with a lower spatial resolution and therefore
they have a lower computational cost. This results in a low overall simulation time, while still providing
high resolution results for critical regions (e.g. regions with high pedestrian densities or bottlenecks).
Different hybrid models exist in the field of pedestrian dynamics [8]. These models are able to combine
specific and predefined models from different scales.

Unfortunately, hybrid models leak a broader and more generic approach. If one of the two combined
models is exchanged with a new model, a completely new coupling behavior has to be developed. Thus,
the exchange of the coupled mesoscopic or macroscopic model automatically results in the necessity to
make a new coupling procedure. This significantly complicates and decelerates the development of new
hybrid models: a generic hybrid approach helps researchers to model new hybrid models in a faster way.
Furthermore, already known macroscopic and mesoscopic models can be combined to create new hybrid
approaches without much effort. Generic hybrid modeling approaches are currently quite unknown in
the field of pedestrian dynamics [8]. In a first approach, we developed a generic model for the coupling
of mesoscopic and microscopic models [9]. But a generic approach for the coupling of mesoscopic and
macroscopic models is still missing. Therefore, we present a generic hybrid model which is able to combine
almost any mesoscopic model with almost any macroscopic pedestrian dynamics model. This is done by
a transition system which transforms pedestrians between different scales.

2. Methodology

2.1. Axioms for the transition system

Our generic transition approach is based on a small set of axioms. These axioms are conditions
which we assume as generally valid for mesoscopic and/or macroscopic simulation models in the field
of pedestrian dynamics. If the mandatory axioms are valid for a pair of mesoscopic and macroscopic
models, we can guarantee that our transition system is able to couple these two simulation models into
one hybrid simulation approach. The mandatory and optional axioms are described in Table 1.

Both models, the mesoscopic and the macroscopic one, need to have an upper velocity limit vmax. An
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Table 1: Overview of mandatory and optional axioms for the transition system.

Mandatory Conditions Explanation Model

vmax upper boundary for the velocity of pedestrians both
∆tmacro ≥ ∆tmeso constant duration of time steps both
Nj “source” and “sink” node, connected to the trans-

formation zone
macroscopic

~Nj position of node Nj macroscopic
Ej bi-directed edge, connected to node Nj macroscopic
~eEj unit vector for the direction of edge Ej macroscopic
ΦEj pedestrian flow on edge Ej macroscopic
Pi individual and pedestrian mesoscopic
cm,n = {empty, occupied} grid cells which are empty, occupied by obstacles or

by one pedestrian
mesoscopic

~cm,n cell center position of cell cm,n mesoscopic
~oi current cell position of pedestrian Pi mesoscopic
~zi position of the current target of pedestrian Pi mesoscopic

Optional Conditions Explanation Model

v̄Ej local mean velocity of edge Ej macroscopic
~vi current velocity of pedestrian Pi mesoscopic
~vd,i desired velocity of pedestrian Pi mesoscopic

upper velocity limit means that no pedestrian can have a higher velocity than vmax. This is important
to ensure a limited width of our transformation zone (see Section 2.2). A mesoscopic pedestrian can only
be transformed if he or she enters this transition zone. The transition zone itself has the geometry of
a circular ring which surrounds the mesoscopic region. This convex shape simplifies the transformation
procedure (see Section 2.4).

Furthermore, both models have to be simulated in constant simulation time steps. These time steps
∆tmeso (mesoscopic model) and ∆tmacro (macroscopic model) can be different, but need to have a constant
duration. This ensures a smooth connection of simulation models (see Section 2.2). Since a mesoscopic
simulation model has a higher spatial resolution than the macroscopic one, a higher time resolution is
necessary. Therefore, we can assume the relation ∆tmacro ≥ ∆tmeso.

The macroscopic model has to contain a representation of pedestrians, e.g. as a pedestrian flow ΦEj .
The pedestrian flow ΦEj is defined as the number of pedestrians n who cross a network edge in a given
time interval. Parameter ρEj describes the density, AEj the area, sEj the length and wEj the width of
edge Ej.

ΦEj (t) =
nEj
∆t

=
ρEj ·AEj

∆t
=
ρEj · sEj · wEj

∆t
(1)

A macroscopic model consists of a network of nodes and edges. It is necessary, that at least one node Nj

of the macroscopic network is located inside of the transition zone. Its position ~Nj , which is part of the
macroscopic network, has to be known by the transition system. Otherwise, no connection exists between
the macroscopic model and the transition system. The macroscopic network flow model has to handle
this node Nj as a “source” and as a “sink” for its pedestrian flows. In this context, “sink” means that the
macroscopic model has to remove all pedestrian flows which reach this node Nj. “Source” means that the
macroscopic model can generate new pedestrians in this node Nj based on the information given by the
transition system. If no “sink” or “source” would exist in node Nj, no macroscopic pedestrian flow could
enter or leave the transition zone. It is necessary, that the unit vector (|~eEj | = 1) of the direction ~eEj of
edge Ej is known by the transition system. This edge Ej has to be connected to node Nj. An important
but not necessary parameter is the local mean velocity v̄Ej on the edges connected to the transition zone.
If this parameter does not exist, the standard velocity distribution [10] is used to calculate this value (see
Section 2.3).

The mesoscopic model is a cellular automaton. Thus, the mesoscopic simulation model has to contain
individual pedestrian agents Pi and grid cells cm,n. A grid cell cm,n is either empty or occupied. One
grid cell is occupied by obstacles or by exactly one pedestrian Pi. Each existing pedestrian Pi in the
mesoscopic model has to be assigned to a grid cell cm,n with its cell center at ~cm,n. The assigned cell
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Figure 2: Transition Zone (green region) as a point of connection between mesoscopic (light red region)
and macroscopic (blue network) models

gives the pedestrian’s current cell position ~oi. Additionally, each pedestrian Pi needs a target ~zi he or
she is currently heading to. Optional parameters are the current velocity ~vi and desired velocity ~vd,i
of a mesoscopic pedestrian Pi. If these parameters are not available in the mesoscopic model, they can
be estimated by the pedestrians’ position of the last time step or by the standard velocity distribution
[10]. Mostly all mesoscopic and macroscopic simulation models meet the axioms described in this section.
Therefore, we propose that our transition system is able to combine the largest amount of mesoscopic
and macroscopic models currently available in literature.

2.2. Structure of the transition system

Our generic hybrid scenario contains three different region types: the macroscopic network region,
the region of the mesoscopic cellular automaton and a transition zone which connects these regions (see
Figure 2). The transition zone ensures that macroscopic pedestrian flows ΦEj can be transformed into
mesoscopic pedestrians Pi and vice versa. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 describe this transformation behavior in
detail.

According to our axioms, macroscopic and mesoscopic models are simulated in discrete simulation time
steps. Our transition system checks after each macroscopic time step if a transformation of macroscopic
pedestrian flows ΦEj or mesoscopic pedestrians Pi is necessary. Only macroscopic pedestrian flows on
edge Ej and mesoscopic singular pedestrians, which are part of the transition zone, can be transformed.
Thus, our transition zone has to be wide enough that no pedestrian can leave the region of his or her
current simulation model without entering the transition zone. Since the transformations take place after
each macroscopic simulation time step ∆tmacro, the minimum necessary width dtrans of the transition
zone is described by

dtrans ≥ ∆tmacro · vmax (2)

The minimal width dtrans for the transition zone ensures that all pedestrians are forced to enter the tran-
sition zone, if they leave the region of their current simulation model. This ensure that these pedestrians
can be transformed into the macroscopic scale.

The macroscopic and the mesoscopic simulation models can have different long time step durations.
Since the transformation procedure is executed after each macroscopic time step ∆tmacro, the positions
of mesoscopic pedestrians Pi in the transition zone have to be synchronized (see Figure 3). If we have
executed k macroscopic time steps ∆tmacro and l mesoscopic time steps ∆tmeso, we can determine the
asynchronous time gap ∆asynch for the mesoscopic pedestrians as:

∆asynch = k ·∆tmacro − l ·∆tmeso (3)

The transformation of pedestrians is executed after each macroscopic time step. This means the time
duration between two transformation processes equals ∆tmacro. Thus, we need to predict the positions
of mesoscopic pedestrians Pi at this transformation time Tk = k ·∆tmacro based on their positions at the
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Figure 3: Asynchronous time line for macroscopic (blue bar) and mesoscopic (light red bar) time steps.
The transformation (green bar) is executed after each macroscopic time step.
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Figure 4: Transformation of macroscopic inflow Φ→Ej into mesoscopic pedestrians Pi. The yellow circle

limits the region of all cells, which are reachable from position ~Nj during one time step ∆tmacro.

last mesoscopic time step τl = l ·∆tmeso (see Figure 3):

~o∗i (Tk) = ~oi(τl) + ~vi(τl) ·∆asynch (4)

If the velocity ~vi(τl) of Pi at the last mesoscopic time step is unknown, we estimate this velocity by

~vi(τl) =
~oi(τl)− ~oi(τl−1)

∆tmeso
(5)

Based on the new synchronized positions ~o∗i (Tk) for the mesoscopic pedestrians, the transformation
process can be executed.

2.3. Transformation from the macroscopic to the mesoscopic scale

The transformation process to transform macroscopic pedestrian flow into mesoscopic pedestrians
depends on the current local pedestrian inflow Φ→Ej (Tk) in edge Ej. The number of pedestrians to

transform is determined by the current flow and the remaining amount of pedestrians η(Tk−1) from the
last transformation:

n(Tk) = bΦ→Ej (Tk) ·∆tmacro + η(Tk−1)c (6)

In order to transform n(Tk) pedestrians to the mesoscopic scale, we have to determine their velocities.
We use a normal distribution around the mean velocity v̄Ej with a standard deviation of σ = 0.26 m s−1

[10]:

f(vi) =
1

σ
√

2π
exp

(
−1

2

(
vi − v̄Ej

σ

))
(7)
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This calculation is repeated, if the calculated velocity vi for a mesoscopic pedestrian Pi exceeds vmax. If
the mean velocity v̄Ej is unavailable, the normal mean velocity v̄ = 1.34 m s−1 is used instead [10]. The

optimal position ~Oi to put the pedestrian into the mesoscopic scale is based on the pedestrian’s velocity
vi, the direction ~eEj of edge Ej and the position ~Nj of node Nj. We calculate the position a pedestrian
has most likely reached during the last macroscopic time step by:

~Oi(Tk) = ~Nj + vi · ~eEj ·∆tmacro (8)

If the mesoscopic cell at this position is free, the pedestrian Pi is generated at this cell. Otherwise,
we rate all cells reachable by this pedestrian due to their suitability. Reachable cells are all free cells
cm,n inside the transition zone with | ~Nj − ~cm,n ≤ vmax · ∆tmacro|. We rate these cells according to

their similarity to the ideal cell position ~Oi(Tk) and choose the cell cm,n with the lowest rating value

R = | ~Oi(Tk) − ~cm,n|. If no free cell is reachable, the pedestrian remains macroscopic. Afterwards, the
described calculation is executed for remaining pedestrian until this process repeats for all pedestrians
n(Tk). After this procedure, we have transformed nmeso(Tk) ≤ n(Tk) pedestrians to the mesoscopic scale.
The amount of pedestrians remaining macroscopic in edge Ej is calculated by:

η(Tk) = ΦEj (Tk) ·∆tmacro + η(Tk−1)− nmeso(Tk) (9)

We are able to transform macroscopic pedestrian flows ΦEj into discrete mesoscopic pedestrians Pi.
The transformation is executed undisturbed under normal circumstances. Normal circumstances mean,
taht the number of pedestrians in the transition zone is not too high. Unfortunately, if the pedestrian
density increases, crowd congestions can arise either for the macroscopic or the mesoscopic scale. A crowd
congestion for a macroscopic edge Ej occurs, if not all pedestrians of the inflow Φ→Ej (Tk) can be placed

on free and reachable cells (see Figure 4). In the case of such crowd congestions, the further inflow is
stopped for the next macroscopic time step. During the next transformation, the transition system tries
to place the remaining pedestrians into the mesoscopic scale according to the procedure described in this
section.

2.4. Transformation from the mesoscopic to the macroscopic scale

For the transformation of mesoscopic pedestrians Pi into a macroscopic network, we have to determine
which pedestrians inside the transition zone are heading towards the region of the macroscopic scale. We
calculate the projected position ~o+i (Tk+1) the pedestrian Pi would reach, if he or she walks with maximal
velocity into his or her current direction:

~o+i (Tk+1) = ~o∗i (Tk) +
~vi(τl)

|~vi(τl)|
· vmax ·∆tmacro (10)

If the projected position ~o+i (Tk+1) of pedestrian Pi is located in the macroscopic scale, a transformation
of this pedestrian is necessary. Otherwise, the convex shape of the transition zone guarantees that
pedestrians, who keep their walking direction, will not leave the mesoscopic region during the next
macroscopic time step. This approach has one limitation: if pedestrians change their current walking

direction
~vi(τl)
|~vi(τl)|

during the next macroscopic time step ∆tmacro, it is possible that they would leave the

mesoscopic region without being transformed to the macroscopic region. Thus, we have to include the
possibility of direction change in our approach. Pedestrians do not change their direction suddenly but
change it slightly, stride by stride. For a direction change, the average change of angle per stride equals
ωs = ±12.3◦ [11]. The human stride length varies between 0.5 m for low velocities and 2.2 m for high
velocities [10]. According to [10, 12], the relationship between velocity vi and stride length ds is described
by:

ds(vi) = 0.234 m + 0.302 m · vi (11)

The maximal possible change of angle ±Ω depends on the maximal number of strides a pedestrian can
take during the next macroscopic time step:

±Ω = ±∆tmacro · vi
ds(vi)

· |ωs| (12)

Naturally, the maximal change of angle is limited by ±Ωmax = ±π. This maximal angle means that
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Figure 5: Transformation of mesoscopic pedestrians Pi to the macroscopic scale. Pedestrian P1 will not
be transformed since it is not possible that this pedestrian leaves the mesoscopic scale during the next
macroscopic time step. Pedestrian P2 will be transformed due to the possibility that he or she leaves the
mesoscopic scale (yellow marked area).

a u-turn of the pedestrian is theoretically possible during the next macroscopic time step. The possible
direction change can be described by a circle segment with opening angle ±Ω surrounding the current
walking direction (see Figure 5). If any part of the circle segment is located outside of the transition
zone, the pedestrian could enter the macroscopic scale. In this case, the pedestrian has to be transformed
to a macroscopic edge.

If only one outgoing edge Ej exists, the pedestrian Pi is assigned to this edge. In the case of multiple
edges, the pedestrian is assigned to the most suitable edge. An edge Ej is most suitable for a given

pedestrian Pi, if the flow direction ~eEj of edge Ej corresponds to the walking direction
~vi(τl)
|~vi(τl)|

of the

pedestrian Pi. The angle αi,j between a pedestrian’s walking direction and an outgoing edge is calculated
by:

αi,j = arccos

(
~eEj ◦

~vi(τl)

|~vi(τl)|

)
(13)

The pedestrian is assigned to the edge Ej with the lowest angle αi,j . All n∗Ej pedestrians Pi, who are
heading towards edge Ej, are transformed and assigned to this macroscopic edge. The transformation
of a mesoscopic pedestrians induces a flow into the macroscopic network. According to Equation 1, the
induced outflow of an edge Ej is calculated by

Φ←Ej (t) =
n←Ej

∆tmacro
(14)

The described transition procedure works properly under normal conditions with a medium level of
pedestrians in the transition zone. But at very high densities of approximately 6.0 Ped/m2 the movement
of pedestrians stops [10]. Thus, mesoscopic crowd congestion occurs in the transition zone if the densities
on all outgoing edges Ej exceeds this threshold. Therefore, edges with such high densities do not have
capacities to take more pedestrians. If the capacity of all outgoing edges Ej is exhausted, pedestrians
who should be transformed are stopped at their current position for the next macroscopic time step.
Afterwards, the new capacities of the edges are checked and the pedestrians are transformed if possible.

3. Conclusion

We presented a new and generic hybrid approach for the coupling of arbitrary cellular automata and
network based models in the field of pedestrian dynamics. As a proof-of-concept, the proposed approach
was integrated into the simulation framework “MomenTUMv2” [13]. In our next steps, we plan to combine
the coupling of macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic models into one combined simulation model.
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Doing so, we obtain a holistic and generic simulation framework to simulate large and complex scenarios
in a fast and accurate way. However, some limitations exist for our generic approach. It is essential
that all mandatory conditions given in Table 1 are valid for the macroscopic and mesoscopic model.
Otherwise, a coupling of these two models is not possible with our approach. However, according to
our literature research, most macroscopic and mesoscopic models fulfill these conditions. The introduced
generic transformation comes at the cost of losing model specific attributes. Some specific attributes of
pedestrian dynamics models are difficult or even impossible to transform between different scales. For
example, the social aspect of group behavior (e.g. [14]) depends on individual agents. Since macroscopic
models consider cumulated parameters instead of individual pedestrian agents, they are not able to
model such behavior. Therefore, such specific attributes get lost if pedestrians are transformed to the
macroscopic scale.
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